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We study the spectral function and quasiparticle scattering in Li-decorated graphene (Li@graphene) with an
atomistic T -matrix formalism and uncover adatom-induced spectral effects which shed light on experimentally
observed angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) features. From transport studies, alkali adatoms
are known to introduce charged-impurity scattering limiting the carrier mobility. Here, we demonstrate that Li
adatoms furthermore give rise to a low-energy impurity band centered at the � point which originates from
the hybridization between the atomic 2s state of the Li adatoms and graphene “surface” states. We show that
the impurity band is strongly dependent on the concentration cLi of Li adatoms, and aligns with the Li-induced
Fermi level on the Dirac cone at cLi ∼ 8% (EF ≈ 1.1 eV). Finally, we show that adatom-induced quasiparticle
scattering increases dramatically at energies above ∼1 eV close to the van Hove singularity in the graphene
density of states, giving rise to a large linewidth broadening on the Dirac cone with a concomitant downshift
and a characteristic kink in the conduction band. Our findings are highly relevant for future studies of ARPES,
transport, and superconductivity in adatom-doped graphene.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.100.241405

Introduction. Graphene decorated with metallic adatoms
has emerged as an interesting platform for engineering
graphene’s electronic properties and realizing novel electronic
phases such as, e.g., the quantum spin Hall phase [1–3] and su-
perconductivity [4–6]. In addition, doping with adatoms opens
the opportunity to probe the electronic properties of graphene
at high energies with, e.g., Fermi levels in excess of 1 eV
in alkali-doped graphene [7–12]. However, metallic adatoms
at the same time introduce charged-impurity scattering, thus
limiting the transport in adatom-doped graphene [12–16].

The spectral properties of adatom-doped graphene have
been studied with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) [17] in several works [7–11,18–20], demonstrat-
ing many-body effects such as, e.g., electron-electron and
electron-phonon (el-ph) interactions [21–26], while the effect
of adatom-induced impurity scattering [12–15] in ARPES is
not well understood [20]. In addition, signatures of super-
conductivity have been observed in ARPES on Li-decorated
graphene (Li@graphene) at Li concentrations corresponding
to a Fermi level of EF ∼ 1 eV [11]. They appeared along-
side a spectral feature at the � point which in the ordered
LiC6 structure [5] and alkali metal-graphite intercalation com-
pounds [27–29] corresponds to a metal-atom dominated band
predicted to promote superconductivity [5].

In this Rapid Communication, we study the spectral prop-
erties of disordered Li@graphene, i.e., graphene with a ran-
dom configuration of Li adatoms as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), us-
ing an atomistic first-principles T -matrix formalism based on
a parameter-free description of the impurity potential [30,31].
This allows for a detailed description of (i) the spectral �-
point feature including its concentration dependence as well
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as (ii) the renormalization and linewidth broadening of the
bands due to adatom-induced quasiparticle (QP) scattering.

We find that in disordered Li@graphene, the �-point
feature corresponds to the hybrid impurity band shown in
Fig. 1(b), which originates from the coupling between free-
electron-like “surface” states localized in proximity to the
graphene layer and the atomic Li 2s state as sketched in
Fig. 1(a). The impurity band evolves downwards in energy
from the position of the Li 2s state with increasing cLi and
aligns with the Fermi level on the Dirac cone at cLi ∼ 8%
(EF ≈ 1.1 eV). In agreement with experiments [11], this
suggests that conditions favorable for superconductivity may
be realized in disordered Li@graphene at concentrations well
below the concentration (cLi = 33%) in LiC6 [5].

Q=+eZLi

charged
impurity
scattering

(b)(a)

k’

surface states

hybrid
impurity band

kLi 2s

FIG. 1. (a) Atomic illustration of disordered Li@graphene with
a random configuration of Li adatoms giving rise to (i) a hybrid
impurity band, and (ii) pronounced charged-impurity scattering as
sketched in the top part. (b) Spectral function of Li@graphene at
a Li concentration of cLi = 10% showing the appearance of the
�-point centered hybrid impurity band ∼0.9 eV above the Dirac
point (E = 0). The dashed horizontal line indicates the Li-induced
Fermi level EF . The unperturbed Dirac-cone bands (red dashed lines)
are renormalized (solid blue lines) and broadened by Li-induced
impurity scattering.
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We furthermore analyze the effect of adatom scattering on
the Dirac-cone states, and find that charged-impurity scat-
tering dominates the linewidth broadening, while resonant
scattering [32–35] by the atomic Li 2s state is negligible.
Near the M point, the linewidth broadening in Fig. 1(b) in-
creases dramatically due to strong charged-impurity scattering
with a concomitant downshift and a kink in the QP band
[Fig. 1(b), blue line]. Similar features have been observed
at high Fermi energies in different types of metal atom-
doped graphene [7,8,10,36], and may yield an artificially high
and anisotropic el-ph coupling if attributed entirely to el-ph
scattering as pointed out in Refs. [37,38]. As we demonstrate
below, adatom-induced impurity scattering presents a non-
negligible “intrinsic” contribution to the band renormalization
in adatom-doped graphene.

Theory and methods. For a random distribution of Li
adatoms as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the spectral properties
probed in ARPES are given by the impurity-averaged Green’s
function (GF). Here, we apply the atomistic density func-
tional theory (DFT)-based T -matrix formalism described in
Refs. [30,31] to calculate the GF for disorderd Li@graphene.

The impurity-averaged Green’s function is given by the
Dyson equation [39,40]

Ĝ−1
k (ε) = Ĝ0 −1

k (ε) − �̂k(ε), (1)

where k ∈ first Brillouin zone (BZ) and the carets indicate a
matrix structure in the band index n. Impurity effects enter
via the self-energy �̂k(ε), which modifies the pristine band
structure εnk of graphene described by the noninteracting
Green’s function, G0

nk(ε) = (ε − εnk + iη)−1. While G0
nk is

diagonal in the band index, the disorder self-energy in (1) is,
in general, not diagonal and Eq. (1) must be solved by matrix
inversion.

In the T -matrix approximation [40,41], the impurity self-
energy is given by �̂k(ε) = ciT̂kk(ε), where ci = Ni/N is the
impurity concentration (impurities per unit cell), and T̂kk(ε)
denotes the k-diagonal elements of the T matrix. The T
matrix takes into account multiple scattering off the individual
impurities, and is given by the integral equation

T̂kk′ (ε) = V̂kk′ +
∑

k′′
V̂kk′′Ĝ0

k′′ (ε)T̂k′′k′ (ε), (2)

where V̂kk′ are the impurity matrix elements. The T -matrix
self-energy is exact to leading order in the impurity concentra-
tion ci, and is therefore a good approximation for low impurity
concentration, i.e., ci � 1.

In the following, we obtain the GF and spectral function
of Li@graphene based on atomistic DFT [linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO)] calculations [42] of the band
structure and impurity matrix elements sampled in the full
BZ using the atomistic method described in Refs. [30,31] (see
Ref. [46] for recent related developments).

Li-adatom impurity potential. For the initial characteriza-
tion of the Li adatoms, we have carried out standard DFT
calculations [42], finding that the hollow site at the center of
the hexagon of the graphene lattice is the favored adsorption
site at a distance of d = 1.78 Å above the graphene layer, and
a net charge of Q = −eZLi donated to the graphene lattice

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. (a) Graphene band structure featuring two parabolic
bands labeled n = 1, 2 which are associated with free-electron-like
surface states [52]. (b) Diagonal elements of the real and imaginary
parts of the effective self-energy in Eq. (5) for the n = 1, 2 surface
states at k = � and cLi = 10%. The circles indicate the solutions
to the QP equation corresponding to the hybrid impurity band in
Li@graphene [cf. text below Eq. (4)].

per Li adatom (ZLi = +0.9), consistent with previous works
[47,48].

In our DFT calculated impurity matrix elements V nn′
kk′ =

〈ψnk|V̂Li|ψn′k′ 〉 [42], where |ψnk〉 is the Bloch state of the
pristine system, the microscopic details of the graphene-Li in-
teraction are encoded in the DFT Li-adatom impurity potential
V̂Li. For the sake of simplicity we here express it as

V̂Li = VC (r̂) +
∑

nk,n′k′
|ψnk〉V nn′

2s,kk′ 〈ψn′k′ |, (3)

where the two contributions come from (1) the Coulomb po-
tential VC (r) from the charged Li adatoms (Q = +eZLi) which
corresponds approximately to a screened point-charge po-
tential given by VC (q, d ) = e2ZLie−qd/[2ε0qε(q)] in Fourier
space where ε(q) is the two-dimensional (2D) static dielectric
function of graphene [49,50], and (2) the atomic Li 2s state
with energy E2s which can be reduced to an effective potential
V nn′

2s,kk′ described by the DFT pseudopotential [31] (see, e.g.,
Refs [35,51] for tight-binding examples).

For an accurate description of the atomic 2s state in the T
matrix, we use a Bloch-state basis {|ψnk〉} which describes
both the graphene layer and the vacuum region where the
Li atoms reside. In our DFT-LCAO based method, this is
achieved by introducing so-called “ghost” atoms in the surface
region which enlarge the standard LCAO basis for graphene.
In the graphene band structure shown in Fig. 2, this gives rise
to the two �-point centered parabolic bands (labeled n = 1, 2)
located ∼3.5–5 eV above the Dirac point (E = 0) which are
absent in standard tight-binding and DFT-LCAO calculations
[52,53]. The two bands correspond to free-electron-like sur-
face states located predominantly outside the graphene plane
with, respectively, even (n = 1) and odd (n = 2) parity with
respect to graphene’s mirror symmetry plane [52], and they
are instrumental for the occurrence of the impurity band in
Fig. 1(b).

Li@graphene spectral function. In Fig. 1(b) we show
the calculated spectral function Ak(ε) = ∑

n Ank(ε) for cLi =
10%, where Ank(ε) = −2 Im Gnn

k (ε) is given by the imaginary
part of the diagonal elements of the GF. The dashed hori-
zontal line shows the Fermi level EF assuming a Li-induced
carrier density of n = ZLinLi, where nLi is the areal density
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of Li atoms, and zero residual doping which is often present
experimentally [11]. The spectral function exhibits two dis-
tinct features which are absent in the pristine band structure
of graphene shown in Fig. 2(a).

The first is the appearance of a prominent �-centered
parabolic impurity band which starts ∼0.9 eV above the
Dirac point and extends up to ∼2.5 eV where it vanishes.
As indicated by the Fermi level, this band is populated at the
considered cLi and is hence important for the electronic and
transport properties of Li@graphene, including its potential
superconducting state [11]. The second feature is a pro-
nounced renormalization and broadening of the conduction
band near the M point which is an indication of strong QP
scattering.

As justified below, these features can be analyzed using
a diagonal form of the impurity-averaged GF, Gnk(ε) = [ε −
εnk − �nk(ε)]−1. Thus, the renormalized QP bands ε̃nk follow
from the solution to the QP equation ε − εnk − Re �nk(ε) =
0. In the vicinity of ε̃nk, the spectral function takes the form

Ank(ε) = Znk
γnk

(ε − ε̃nk )2 + (γnk/2)2
, (4)

where the wave-function renormalization, or QP
weight, is given by Znk = [1 − ∂ε Re �nk|ε=ε̃nk ]−1, and
γnk = −2Znk Im �nk|ε=ε̃nk is the linewidth broadening due to
impurity scattering.

Besides renormalization of the pristine band structure,
impurities with resonant atomic levels may introduce new
spectral bands as is the case here. Such features stem from
additional solutions ε̃imp,k to the QP equation, and the spectral
function acquires an additional impurity component, Ank(ε) ≈
2πZnkδ(ε − ε̃nk ) + Aimp

nk (ε), where well-defined QPs are as-
sumed and Aimp

nk is given by Eq. (4) with ε̃nk → ε̃imp,k. By
virtue of the sum rule

∫
dε
2π

Ank(ε) = 1, this results in a re-
duction of the QP weights of the pristine bands from their
unperturbed value Znk = 1.

In the rest of this Rapid Communication, we clarify the mi-
croscopic origin of the adatom-related features in Fig. 1(b) as
well as their dependence on the concentration of Li adatoms.

Hybrid impurity band. The origin of the �-centered im-
purity band can be traced back to the coupling between the
n = 1, 2 surface states in Fig. 2 and the atomic Li 2s state
via the second term in Eq. (3). This introduces a pole in the
T matrix at the renormalized energy Ẽ2s ≈ 2.55 eV of the 2s
state. At k ∼ �, the pole together with the broken mirror plane
symmetry in Li@graphene gives rise to large diagonal and
off-diagonal T -matrix elements between the n = 1, 2 surface
states [54], which dominate all other elements. To facilitate a
simple analysis, we can thus approximate the GF in the n =
1, 2 surface-state subspace by the inverse of its 2 × 2 subblock
on the right-hand side of Eq. (1). The diagonal elements of the
GF take the form Gnk(ε) = [ε − εnk − �eff

nk (ε)]−1, where the
effective self-energy,

�eff
nk (ε) = �nn

k (ε) + �nn̄
k (ε)�n̄n

k (ε)

ε − εn̄k − �n̄n̄
k (ε)

, n̄ 
= n, (5)

describes virtual transitions between the surface state n and
the Li 2s state either (i) directly (first term), or (ii) via the
other surface state n̄ (second term).

)d()c(

qinter

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) Density of states of pristine graphene with the dashed
line showing the linear DOS in the Dirac model. (b) DOS of the �-
centered bands in Li@graphene as a function of the Li concentration
and energy. The dashed line denotes the Li-induced Fermi level
assuming zero residual doping. The constant DOS which develops
with increasing cLi in the energy range ∼0.9–2.5 eV is due to the
hybrid impurity band in Fig. 1(b). (c) and (d) Spectral function at,
respectively, ε = 1.0 eV and ε = 1.5 eV for cLi = 10%. In (d), the
strong trigonal warping results in a large reduction of the intervalley
scattering wave vector (red arrow).

With this form of the diagonal elements of the GF, the
analysis in Eq. (4) applies. In Fig. 2(b) we show the real
(green lines) and imaginary parts (red lines) of the diagonal
elements of the effective self-energy �eff

nk , together with the
calculated QP weight Znk (blue lines) and ε − εnk (black
dashed). The intersection of the latter with Re �eff

nk (marked
with circles) signifies the emergence of the �-centered hybrid
impurity band in Fig. 1(b). The QP weights at the � point
are, respectively, Z1� ≈ 0.3 and Z2� ≈ 0.2, yielding a total QP
weight of Zimp,� ∼ 0.5 for the impurity band.

We have thus identified the spectral �-point feature ob-
served in ARPES [11] as a low-energy hybridized impurity
band arising from the coherent coupling between the surface
states and the Li 2s state as described by Eq. (5). In the
periodic LiC6 structure, the analog of this band plays a pivotal
role for the predicted superconductivity by enhancing the
el-ph coupling at the Fermi level [5].

It is therefore interesting to investigate the concentration
dependence of the impurity band and its alignment with
the Fermi level in Li@graphene. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we
show the DOS (per unit cell) ρ(ε) = − 1

Nπ
Im[Tr Ĝk(ε)] for,

respectively, (i) pristine graphene (ρ0), and (ii) the �-centered
bands in Li@graphene (ρ�) obtained by restricting the k sum
in the trace to a region around the � point enclosing the
relevant bands. The dashed line in Fig. 3(b) marks the position
of the Fermi level corresponding to the Li-induced carrier
density n = ZLinLi. In the Dirac model the Fermi energy
scales as EF = h̄vF

√
πZLinLi ≈ 120

√
n/(1012 cm−2) meV,

whereas the Fermi energy in Fig. 3(b) deviates from this
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)b()a(

FIG. 4. Adatom-induced linewidth broadening γnk, or QP scat-
tering rate τ−1

nk = γnk/h̄, in the conduction band as a function of
the on-shell energy ε̃nk (along the indicated BZ paths) at cLi =
1%. The total broadening has been split up into contributions from
(a) intravalley and (b) intervalley scattering, respectively. The peaks
in the linewidth broadening correlate with the position of the vHS in
the DOS in Fig. 3(a).

square-root dependence at high cLi where it flattens out due
to the population of the hybrid band and the nonlinear part
of the Dirac cone. The figure illustrates the development of
the hybrid impurity band which starts from the position of the
Li 2s state Ẽ2s and moves down towards the Dirac cone with
increasing Li concentration. Interestingly, our calculations
show that the hybrid impurity band aligns with the Fermi level
on the Dirac cone at Li concentrations as low as cLi ∼ 8%
(EF ≈ 1.1 eV) where the DOS ρ� of the impurity band and
the Dirac-cone DOS ρ0 are comparable. In the presence of a
residual doping of graphene [11], this situation is realized at
even lower cLi.

Dirac-cone QP properties. Finally, we consider the effect
of adatom-induced QP scattering on the renormalization and
linewidth broadening of the Dirac-cone bands in Fig. 1(b) and
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). As the self-energy on the Dirac cone is
diagonal [54], the renormalized QP bands ε̃nk and linewidth
broadening γnk can be obtained as explained above and below
Eq. (4).

In Fig. 4 we show the energy dependence of the linewidth
broadening of the conduction band along the K-� and K-M
paths for a fixed Li concentration of cLi = 1% at which the
impurity band is absent [cf. Fig. 3(a)]. For clarity, we have
separated out the contributions from intravalley (left) and
intervalley (right) scattering using the optical theorem [31,54].
At energies below ∼1 eV, the intravalley rate exceeds the in-
tervalley rate by far. This is consistent with charged-impurity
scattering where intervalley scattering with q ≈ |K − K′| is
weak due to the q dependence of the 2D Coulomb poten-
tial VC (q, d ). We find no indications of resonant scattering
[32–35] which is suppressed by the remote energy Ẽ2s of the
Li 2s state as well as the invisibility of short-range impurity
potentials due to adatoms in the hollow site [35,55,56]. At
higher energies, both the intra- and intervalley rates increase
dramatically and peak at the energy ε ≈ 1.75 eV of the van

Hove singularity (vHS) in the DOS in Fig. 3(a). Whereas
the increasing DOS at the vHS is the main reason for the
increasing intravalley rate, also the strong trigonal warping of
the Dirac cones seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) is important in
order to explain the increase in the intervalley rate. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3(d), the trigonal warping reduces the intervalley
scattering wave vector markedly and thereby enhances the
scattering probability due to the q dependence of Coulomb
potential. This effect is most pronounced on the K-M path,
where the reduction in the K → K ′ intervalley wave vector is
strongest, and results in an anisotropic linewidth broadening
also visible on the ε = 1.5 eV constant-energy contours in
Fig. 3(d). In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), cLi = 10%, and � ↔ K scat-
tering between the overlapping impurity band and Dirac cones
may also contribute to the broadening. However, the narrow
linewidth of the impurity band shows that this scattering
channel is weak because of a small impurity matrix element
between the spatially separated surface and Dirac-cone states.
Dirac-cone QP scattering is thus not affected markedly by the
impurity band.

Interestingly, the strong peak in the linewidth broadening
at the vHS is accompanied by a pronounced renormaliza-
tion of the conduction band in the same energy range as
demonstrated by the calculated QP band in Fig. 1(b) (solid
blue line). Along the K-M path, the conduction band exhibits
a pronounced downshift and a kink ∼100–200 meV below
the vHS, resembling experimental ARPES features in highly
adatom-doped [8,10] as well as intercalated [36] graphene.
At high doping levels [7,8,10], this adatom-induced kink may
interfere with el-ph related kinks located at the optical phonon
energy ∼200 meV below the Fermi level [21–23,26], thus
obscuring the analysis of the el-ph interaction [37,38] in the
regime relevant for superconductivity.

Conclusions. We have studied the spectral function and
quasiparticle scattering in disordered Li-decorated graphene
with an atomistic T -matrix method. We demonstrate that (i)
the experimentally observed low-energy spectral feature at the
� point [11] originates from a Li-dependent hybrid impurity
band which aligns with the Li-induced Fermi level at cLi ≈
8%, and (ii) Li-induced charged-impurity scattering produces
a strong linewidth broadening and a concomitant downshift
and kink in the conduction band in the vicinity of the van
Hove singularity in the graphene DOS. Our findings are highly
relevant for future studies of transport [12–15] and ARPES
[8,10,36] as well as analyses of the el-ph interaction [37,38]
and superconductivity [5,11] in adatom-doped graphene.
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